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Abstract
Background: Dysembryoplastic Neuroepithelial Tumors (DNTs) are
typically located within supratentorial cortex, often in the temporal lobe. They
are frequently present with intractable epilepsy in children and young adults.
Case Report: In our study we report a case of 31-year-old male patient with
headache and ataxia during the last six months. His neurological examination
revealed no deficit. A right cerebellar mass was detected on his Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI). After total resection of the tumor, he was discharged
from the hospital on the 10th day of the postoperative period uneventfully.
Histological assessment revealed oligodendrocyte-like cells in a microcystic
mucinous interstitial background containing “floating” neurons, diagnostic of
DNT. In addition, immunohistochemical profile of the neoplasm has supported
the diagnosis of DNT.
Conclusion: The present case has unique findings because of the location
and gross calcification of the tumor. Only nine cases of cerebellar DNT have
been reported in the literature. To our knowledge, both findings in the same
tumor have not been reported so far.
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Introduction

from hospital on 10th day postoperatively.

DNTs are benign tumors of the supratentorial cortex, mostly
located in the temporal lobe and they usually present with epileptic
seizures in children and young adults [1]. Few studies have reported
extracortical locations of DNT, such as cerebellum, brainstem,
pericallosal region, septum pellucidum, caudate nucleus, and
intraventricular region [2-5]. Secondary germinal layers were thought
to be related to these uncommon locations, in accordance with
hypothesis of DNT histogenesis [1]. To our knowledge, this is the
tenth case of cerebellar DNT, and the first to have massive widespread
psammomatous calcification.

On histological examination, the tumor was composed
predominantly of small oligodendrocyte-like cells with round to
slightly oval nuclei and perinuclear halos, which were distributed in
alveolar and trabecular pattern throughout a mucin-rich background
with scattered hypocellular microcysts (Figure 3a). Three fourth of the
tumor displayed widespread psammomatous calcification. Nodular
architecture was not observed (Figure 3b). A few floating neurons
were identified within some parts of the mucinous areas (Figure 3c).

Case Report
A 31-year-old man presented with headache and truncal ataxia
persisting for the last 6 months. Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) revealed a well countered, heterogenously enhanced mass
with 35×45×56 mm dimensions and signal void areas resembling
hemorrhage located in the right cerebellar hemisphere which was
hypointense on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2weighted images (Figure 1a-d).
He underwent to limited craniectomy of posterior fossa and
total removal of the tumor was accomplished by piece meal fashion.
Peroperative investigation showed superficially located, dark
yellowish-brown coloured, partially soft gelatinous and hemorrhagic
and mostly calcified mass in the right cerebellar hemisphere (Figure
2). His postoperative period was uneventful and he was discharged
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Immunohistochemical staining showed synaptophysin and
neurofilament reactivity within scattered neurons and their processes
within the tumor (Figure 4a); however, the small oligodendrocytic
cells were nonreactive. Scattered glial fibrillary acidic protein–
positive reactive astrocytes were present (Figure 4b). There were no
Chromogranin, Pan CK and EMA reactivity and the tumor showed
no atypical histological features. The MIB-1 (Ki 67) proliferation
index was <1%. The vascularity of the tumor was high and partially
tree like structures with goose feet shape and clusters of endothelial
proliferations were observed. Chicken-wire patterned microvascular
proliferation was also present. The MRI images 6 months after the
operation revealed total removal of the tumor (Figure 5 a,b).

Discussion
DNT, first described in 1988 by Daumas-Duport et al [1],
constitute a distinct clinicopathological entity among brain tumors.
They are rare, benign neoplasms which are included as mixed
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Figure 3: a) Photomicrograph shows oligodendrocyte-like cells in mucinous
matrix (H&E, x 200), b) Widespread psammomatous calcification is stricking
feature(H&E, x 200), c) A few floating neurons are identified within some
parts of the mucinous areas (H&E, x 400).

Figure 1: MR images of a 31-year-old patient with cerebellar mass. a) Sagittal
T1-weighted MR image shows a lesion of low signal intensity involving the
right cerebellar hemisphere, b) The lesion is of high signal intensity with
sharp boundaries on an axial T2-weighted MR image, without edema or mass
effect, c) Coronal T2-weighted MR image illustrates the cystic and calcified
components, d) Sagittal T1-weighted MR image shows that the lesion has
heterogeneous enhancement after gadolinium injection.

Figure 2: The cut surface of the slices are widely calcified, dark yellowish in
colour and partially hemorrhagic in some areas.

neuronal-glial tumors in the World Health Organization (WHO)
classification [6]. The precise pathogenesis of DNT remains unclear.
Cortical dysplasia, disorganized arrangement of neuronal and
glial elements without significant cytological atypia are typical for
DNTs. They might even be regarded as atypical hamartomas from
these reasons [1]. Clinically, DNT is more frequent in children and
young adults with intractable epilepsy because of supratentorial and
intracortical location. The temporal lobe is the most common site,
followed by the frontal, parietal and occipital lobes [1,2]. DNTs
present as moderately hypodense lesions on computed tomography
and demonstrate decreased signal on T1-weighted images and
increased signal on T2-weighted images on MRI with or without
enhancement. Cortical location, absence of mass effect and no
surrounding edema were suggested as helpful radiological features
for diagnosis of DNTs [7].
Cerebellar involvement of DNT is extremely rare and only nine
cases were reported in the literature [3,5,8-14]. Eight young adults
who had focal lesions presented with similar signs of cerebellar
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Figure 4: a) In the immunohistochemical staining neurofilament reactivity
within scattered neurons and their processes within the tumor (NF-BSA-x
400), b) Scattered glial fibrillary acidic protein–positive reactive astrocytes
are seen. (GFAP-BSA- x 200).

Figure 5: MR images of the paient six months after the operation. a) Axial
T1-weighted MR image shows that the tumor has been removed totally,
b) Coronal T1-weighted MR image after gadolinium injection shows total
removal of the tumor.

dysfunction and radiological characteristics [3,5,8,10-14]. One
of them was reported as complex form variant of DNT, [13] and
another one was associated with Lhermitte-Duclos disease [11].
Chiari malformation of the adult type was also reported with one of
the cerebellar DNTs [14]. The case of 10-year-old girl with cerebellar
DNT showed different clinical and radiological features from
others. She was presented with intractable complex partial seizures
and behavioral disorder. Her MRI findings revealed multifocal
localization, affecting the right temporal lobe, both thalami, right
cerebellar hemisphere, and pons [9].
Although the radiological findings were consistent with those
of DNT, our preoperative differential diagnoses didn’t include
it in the current case. The patient was admitted to hospital with
headache and ataxia, presenting atypical clinical manifestations
for DNT. The location of the tumor was also unusual for DNT.
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Eventually, histopathological evaluation revealed similar features
with above-mentioned cerebellar DNTs like oligodendrocyte-like
cells, microcysts and floating neurons in a mucinous matrix. Our
experience has suggested that DNTs may be more frequent in this
location than previously believed. For, diagnosis of a cerebellar
DNT can be challenging because DNTs share several features with
low grade neoplasms such as central neurocytoma, ependymoma,
pilomyxoid astrocytoma, pilocytic astrocytoma, ganglioglioma and
glioneuronal malformations, such as hamartomas [1,15]. Histological
heterogeneity of cerebellar DNT was also emphasized in a recent
study which reported a complex variant of DNT. Vaquero et al have
presented a cerebellar tumor with features of pilocytic astrocytoma
diagnosed as glioneuronal tumor [13]. Another case report has
presented the association of DNT with Lhermitte-Duclos Disease
(LDD), which is known as dysplastic cerebellar gangliocytoma. It
was suggested that DNT and LDD may represent different points in
the spectrum of the same pathology [11]. To distinguish DNTs from
oligodendroglioma and neurocytoma is also important so as to avoid
unnecessary, potentially harmful aggressive therapy [2,4,9].
Our case is another example of cerebellar DNT, but it is unique
because of the gross calcification of the tumor. It is known that
DNTs show calcifications very rarely. However, several studies have
reported cases presented with calcifications [1,7,16]. Campos et al.
have drawn attention to the relationship between calcifications and
hemorrhages by stating that calcifications occurred always in the
vicinity of hemorrhages. They usually occurred within the subcortical
tumor portions predicting that these lesions are complex DNT
variants [16]. To the best of our knowledge, grossly calcified DNT
has not been previously reported. We present this case to submit one
more evidence for unusual behaviour of DNTs. Unusual calcification
could be confusing for diagnosis of DNTs, as well as atypical locations.
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